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About This Game

92% of Steam Curators reviews recommend this game

Finalist - Quo Vadis (2017)
Finalist - Nordic Game Discovery Contest (2017)

Showcase - Indie Arena at Gamescom Finalist (2017)
Showcase - Game Happens (2017)

Showcase - INDIGO (2017)

Downward Spiral: Prologue is inspired by 70’s sci-fi movies and modern TV series; it’s the most immersive journey in VR, has
distinct style, intense deathmatch, gunpowder smelling action in zero gravity and mystery you have never experienced before.

It’s the first game released using new innovative way of moving freely in VR space without players suffering from motion
sickness. Built by award winning industry veterans.

Features:
-3 game modes: Solo, Co-Op and Deathmatch

-Intense Deathmatch in zero gravity for up to 8 players
-15-30 minutes long Journey mode, the most immersive journey ever, especially in online in co-op

-New Innovative way to move freely in VR without suffering motion sickness
-Play with or without room-scale

-Electronic ambient soundtrack composed by platinum selling HIM frontman Ville Valo.
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Game's focus is on environmental storytelling, as the game features no dialogue or cinematics.
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Title: Downward Spiral: Prologue
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
3rd Eye Studios
Publisher:
3rd Eye Studios
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows™ 10

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce™ GTX 970 or AMD Radeon™ R9 290, equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: 64 Bit and Oculus Touch / HTC Vive required

English
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downward spiral prologue review. downward spiral prologue soundtrack. downward spiral prologue vr. downward spiral
prologue

Fun, challenging game with lots of replayability. Easily worth the price!. Longtime JRPG fan, as well as an independent artist.
So I admit up front I am extra inclined to support projects like this. First thing, at the time of this review, the game is in alpha.
It's got some rough edges. Audio levels are wacky, dialogue is incomplete, and there are a ton of performance hitches in what is
otherwise a visually unique and beautiful game.

However! This game has so much heart and creativity. The music is great, and the battles are tactical and flashy (if JUST a bit
too long). The main characters are brother and sister, and their relationship gets off to an interesting start (UPDATE: I initially
did not believe the game let you play as the sister, but the devs pointed out how to do it. Thanks!!). To me, this kind of game is
the reason Early Access exists, and I'm happy to support the team making it.

TL;DR - If you have a soft spot for JRPGs as well as some patience and empathy for talented people doing good, ambitious
work, give this game a try.. needs a bit of polish, but pretty fun. Solid introduction for a plot (though a bit short). Continues in
the tone similar to the previous games. Would recommend to the people who have enjoyed previous instalments. Would also
like to say that playthrough of the previous titles would improve the experience.
Also would like to say that given the length and the content of this game, I might recommend to purchase it only once more or
all of the episodes get released.
Hope that episode 2 comes out soon!. Great throwback game. Love the retro, look, sounds and music. Put on your headphones
for this one. Controls are smooth once you get the hang of them, and the handy tutorial at the beginning provided the
opportunity to do just that. I played using my xbox one controller and it worked beautifully.

World Destroyers is easy to get into, but hard to perfect. I'm thankful for the variety of difficulty modes. Looking forward to
becoming a master. Reminds me of a newer, better version of the classic arcade game, Asteroids.

If you love games made by people who love games. Check this one out.. Game is good
Many choices to make
You can play it as a visual novel or a simulation
Drops 4 trading cards
But it is over-priced.

7/10. Hey guys! If you wondering if this game is worth it's price you can see my gameplay in link below. Its simple first 30min
of game, with more to come.
So far game seems very fun.

I'm planning on doing more in depth early impression and will update this review when it's ready.

https://youtu.be/MTdqt8liOlQ
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Its great game with big potential. The problem is that is abandonded by devs (they dont respong for any form of comunication).
Its free, so if you want to play, go for it and have some fun, but DONT spend any money in it !!! No point to support devs as
they dont care about this game anymore.

Its a shame to loose so great and nice game :(

Everyone who think that game should be removed from steam should report it (hope so it will work) or there is any other way to
get rid of companies like this?

NO MORE RIP OFF.. A 3d puzzle where you can standing sideways, upside down relative to when the level started. Trying to
figure where you are and how to get to where you want to be. At 99 cents you can't go wrong. Only problem I've had is several
head slapping "DOH"!! moments when I realise I've been looking through the solution and not seeing it.. Absolutely amazing,
love this kind of game. Definite recommend.. Well, 5 minutes, all achievements and no fun... not even for the cards.. This game
could have been decent, at the very least.
However... it was simply unplayable. Nothing worked.
Everything about it is subpar with the exception of the story, which seemed alright.. game literraly have bug when in fullscreen
mode.if i want to overwrite save and exit the game i have to make it to window mode in order to exit.
\u6545\u4e8b\u9084\u4e0d\u932f\uff0c\u4f46\u904a\u6232\u6709bug\u3002\u6211\u4e0d\u80fd
overwrite\u6211\u7684save\u5982\u679c\u6211\u7528Fullscreen
mode.\u9023\u9000\u51fa\u904a\u6232\u548c\u5b58\u7576\u90fd\u8981window mode
\u624d\u53ef\u898b\u6548\u3002\u8acb\u4fee\u6539\u4f60\u7684\u904a\u6232\u8edf\u5065.
\u4fee\u6539\u5f8c\u6211\u5728\u5beb\u500b\u597d\u8a55\u3002\u4f46\u73fe\u5728\u6211\u53ea\u80fd\u7d66\u500bThu
mb down\u4e86\u3002. LOVE THE GAME. Doesnt even work what a rip. Very easy to use and works great at streaming
youtube 3D or 360 or 3D+360 videos. Needed an eye swap feature for some youtube 3D videos and the develpor responded
quickly adding that feature. I've been waiting to purchase a VR video player that seems to handle everything and I am happy this
is the one I ended up purchasing.
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